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Abstract. Detecting abusive and fraudulent claims is one of the key
challenges in online food delivery. This is further aggravated by the
fact that it is not practical to do reverse-logistics on food unlike in e-
commerce. This makes the already-hard problem of harvesting labels for
fraud even harder because we cannot confirm if the claim was legitimate
by inspecting the item(s). Using manual effort to analyze transactions
to generate labels is often expensive and time-consuming. On the other
hand, typically, there is a wealth of ‘noisy’ information about what con-
stitutes fraud, in the form of customer service interactions, weak and
hard rules derived from data analytics, business intuition and domain
understanding.
In this paper, we present a novel end-to-end framework for detecting
fraudulent transactions based on large-scale label generation using weak
supervision. We directly use Stanford AI Lab’s (SAIL) Snorkel and tree
based methods to do manual and automated discovery of labeling func-
tions, to generate weak labels. We follow this up with an auto-encoder
reconstruction-error based method to reduce label noise. The final step
is a discriminator model which is an ensemble of an MLP and an LSTM.
In addition to cross-sectional and longitudinal features around customer
history, transactions, we also harvest customer embeddings from a Graph
Convolution Network (GCN) on a customer-customer relationship graph,
to capture collusive behavior. The final score is thresholded and used in
decision making.
This solution is currently deployed for real-time serving and has yielded
a 16 percentage points’ improvement in recall at a given precision level.
These results are against a baseline MLP model based on manually la-
beled data and are highly significant at our scale. Our approach can
easily scale to additional fraud scenarios or to use-cases where ‘strong’
labels are hard to get but weak labels are prevalent.

Keywords: Automated labelling functions · Snorkel · Class-specific Au-
toencoders · LSTM · Graph Convolution Network

1 Introduction

At hyperlocal online food delivery platforms, the prevalence of fraud and abuse
necessitates strong prevention systems that can identify and alert other systems
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and humans. Since most online food ordering platforms are three-sided market-
places, abuse can originate from customers, delivery partners, restaurants and
collusion between any combination of these entities.
Typically, a combination of online and offline ML models is at play in most fraud
detection systems. When a customer makes a claim against a delivered order,
real-time models kick in and offer fraud decisioning which is, in turn, used by
a customer-service agent or a bot to make the final decision. Supervised models
rely on labels and signals harvested from transactions from the past. While there
is, typically, plenty of data available on the signals’ side, generating labels is a
time-consuming and expensive process. However, to achieve reasonable coverage
over fraud modus operandi (MOs), the training data needs to be exhaustive,
requiring a broad set of labels. Given that fraud is ever-evolving and dynamic,
it makes it even more difficult to rely solely on manual labeling. Hence the need
to complement human labeling with label generation at scale using other ML
methods.
Our baseline is an MLP based discriminator model built on a limited set of
‘strongly’ labeled data from human experts. In this work, we start with insights
and intuitions from the way human experts label transactions and convert them
to ‘labeling functions’ (LFs). These LFs label a data point as either fraud or non-
fraud or abstain from assigning any label. These labels (and features) are then
fed to a Snorkel[1] generative model which synthesizes a single weak label for
each data point. We then introduce a class-specific autoencoder based method
to further ‘denoise’ these weak labels. Lastly, we fit a discriminator model (en-
semble of a shallow MLP and an LSTM) to produce the final fraud score. In
addition to the usual set of cross-sectional and longitudinal features, we also use
embeddings harvested from a Graph Convolution Network (GCN) built on a
customer-customer relationship graph. This helps us encapsulate connectedness
and collusive behavior.
The final, winning pipeline is currently in production and has yielded a 16pp
improvement in recall at a given precision level, which is highly significant at our
scale. Additionally, this method saved us about 1.5 million person-hours worth
of manual labeling effort.
In summary, our contributions are listed below.

1. We propose a novel end-to-end pipeline for real-time fraud detection
based on a weak supervision framework consisting of the Snorkel generative
model followed by a class specific autoencoder. A MLP/LSTM based discrimi-
nator model built on features spanning user/restaurant/delivery partner history,
transaction details and entity-relationship graph based embeddings constitute
the inferencing pipeline.

2. We report results from an extensive ablation study where we progres-
sively evaluate a) flavors of LFs (handcrafted vs. decision-tree generated vs.
combined), b) various features (historical cross-sectional, sequence, graph based,
near & real time), c) modeling methodologies, and arrive at an optimized con-
figuration that provides 16pp improvement in recall for a given precision.

3. We have deployed the DeFraudNet model in production where it cur-
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rently provides real-time decisions for hundreds of thousands of claims per week.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss
related work. In Section 3, we introduce the end-to-end pipeline. Sections 4, 5,
6,7 provide details about individual components of the pipeline and production
deployment. We present the experiments and results from the ablative study in
Section 8 followed by a summary and directions for future work in Section 9.

2 Related Work

We build a part of our work upon SAIL’s Snorkel[1] data programming approach.
Snorkel uses an ensemble of weak heuristics and rules based on domain knowl-
edge to create a generative algorithm and apply it to an unlabelled dataset. As
an extension of this work, in [2], the authors present a tree based modeling tech-
nique wherein the end-to-end process of weak label generation is automated. We
take inspiration from this to automate and remove human bias from the process
of creating LFs. We further take inspiration from [3] to use a class-specific au-
toencoder based method to reduce noise from the weak labels.
A vast majority of the published literature in the domain of fraud detection
centers around credit cards and other financial instruments. [4] describes the
use of Random Forests in credit card fraud detection while [5] compares and
contrasts trees and SVMs for the same task. [6] proposes a deep learning model
for identifying fraud in card payments while [7] shows the utility of sequential
data to extract temporal patterns using RNNs. The authors use sequences of
sessions and encode using an LSTM to predict a risk score. A GAN based de-
noising autoencoder architecture was implemented by Zheng et al [15] for fraud
detection in the telecom domain. Deng et al [16] developed a methodology for
fraud detection in online payment platforms where the availability of labelled
customer data is limited, by learning latent representations based on adversarial
autoencoders.
Recent works have also focussed on fraud detection using graph based ap-
proaches. The authors in [8] used a combination GCNs as well as processing
meta information of nodes for generating combined representations and training
from their labels.
In practice, efficient fraud detection systems operate by integrating several in-
dividual working pieces to form a whole pipeline. The authors of [9] propose
a real time fraud detection pipeline that can flag multiple transactions using
a combination of graph based embeddings and a decision tree based classifier.
[10] makes use of a multi-graph framework where embeddings are used in con-
junction with raw features cleaned using autoencoder, are fed into a gradient
boosted tree parameter server for classification. [11] predicts fraud using inter-
leaved transactions and processes them as a batch in multi-sequence RNNs with
stacked GRUs, storing intermediate hidden states in a cache database.
Irrespective of the algorithm used or the domain, the common bottleneck is the
availability of reliable labels and most literature that we have surveyed presumes
the existence of labeled data.
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3 The Framework: DeFraudNet

3.1 Problem Definition :

We use the term order to represent a customer’s transaction with our platform.
Customers who have completed an order can raise a request for claiming issues
with food delivery like food spillage, missing item, order delivered late, etc. If a
claim is found to be genuine then a restitution of some sort is made to the cus-
tomer. While the majority of claims are genuine, a small but significant minority
is abusive. With millions of orders in a month, it is impossible to do manual ad-
judication of claims. It easily takes 45-60 minutes for a human expert to evaluate
a claim by looking at a battery of signals across all the actors (customer, restau-
rant, delivery-partner, platform issues, collusions) involved.
Hence the problem definition is two-fold: a) Augment strong labels with a large
number of weak labels and use historical and transactional data to design a train-
ing pipeline, b) design an inference pipeline to predict whether a claim is fraud-
ulent or not in real time.

3.2 Fraud Detection Pipeline

Most existing fraud detection research presumes the existence of labeled data
and reliability of these labels and emphasizes ML techniques to better predict
fraud. To the best of our knowledge, DeFraudNet is the first end-to-end system
that combines label generation to model serving in a unified framework. Our
system consists of 4 stages (Fig. 1).
1. Data and feature pipeline: This is responsible for building the features
that go into the training, validation and ‘golden’ datasets (Section 4).

2. Label generation pipeline: This contains the components to generate weak
labels for all data points in the training and validation datasets (Section 5).

3. Discriminator pipeline: This trains the final discriminator models on fea-
tures and labels from the previous stages (Section 6).

4. Evaluation: This facilitates ongoing evaluation of the fraud detection system
by sending a sample of claims to human evaluators and using their judgment to
compute precision, recall and related health-check metrics.

4 Data And Feature Processing

4.1 Dataset

Initially the dataset consists of all unclassified claims U. A small random sample
from U is sent to the Risk Management Team (RMT) which manually adju-
dicates cases to generate ‘strong’ labels. We call this the ‘golden’ dataset G.
This dataset is inherently expensive and slow to generate (a few hundred labels
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Fig. 1. DeFraudNet End to End Framework

per week) and we accumulate this across several months. We further split the
human-labeled set G into Dlabel gen and Deval around an arbitrary date t, to
generate a training dataset and an out-of-time evaluation dataset, respectively.
Dlabel gen is used to learn decision tree-based LFs (interchangeably called auto
LFs) while Deval (or a random subsample) is used to evaluate all the models.
After isolating G from U, we create Dul train by sampling a large portion of U.
Dul train and Dlabel gen are inputs to the label generation pipeline. The output of
this pipeline is a denoised, weak-labeled training dataset Dtrain.
Figure 2 shows how these datasets are created and Table 1 represents the num-
ber of samples in these datasets over a period of 4 months which are used in our
study.

Table 1. Overview of the datasets

Number Of Samples

Unlabelled training data(Dul train) 1.5M
Golden Label generation Dataset(Dlabel gen) 6000
De-Noised labelled Training Dataset(Dtrain) 1.48M
Golden Evaluation dataset(Deval) 5407

4.2 Feature Engineering

The features we use can be categorized into 4 types(Figure 3):
a) F1: historical cross-sectional for all entities (i.e., customer, restau-

rant, delivery-partner, geolocation) involved in the claim (for example, customer
tenure, restaurant’s popularity, delivery-partner’s experience level). These help
encode medium to longer term behavior of the entities involved.

b) F2: real time & near real time (for example, current order’s details like
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Fig. 2. Datasets

bill amount, number of claims in the last 15 minutes, time-of-day, claim type).
These help capture the here & now information.

c) F3: customer’s orders-sequence related information (cross-sectional
and real time features at the time-steps of current and previous k orders). F3
when fed into an LSTM help capture the sequential nature which F1 and F2 do
not fully encapsulate.

d) F4: customer graph embeddings. This is motivated by the insight that
some fraudsters fly below the radar when looked at in isolation but patterns
emerge when analyzed in conjunction with their ‘neighbors’ in some space. We
found that shared payment instruments are one of the most common links in
fraud rings. We use embeddings from a GCN learned on the customer-payment
instrument graph, to capture this connectedness.

e) F5: Additionally, we take a subset of F1– mainly features focused on
the restaurant and the delivery-partner. These help in learning the attribution
of ‘responsibility’ to the restaurant and/or delivery-partner in a claim. For ex-
ample, in a claim about a missing-item in the order, the restaurant may have
missed packing the item and/or the delivery-partner may have dropped the item
(irrespective of intention). We call these ‘negative features’ since they lead to
bad customer experience.
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Fig. 3. Categories of features

5 Label Generation

5.1 Generating Noisy Labels Using LFs

We generate LFs via two methods: manually and using decision trees. Hand-
crafted LFs are a direct, best-effort encapsulation of domain expertise and tend
to be fairly simple rules based on, typically, 2-3 features. However, hard-coded
thresholds on features in these LFs can make them brittle. If the business changes
or new fraud patterns emerge, while human evaluators can make mental adjust-
ments to their judgments, the LFs need to be revisited. Decision-tree derived
(auto) LFs help alleviate these shortcomings because they learn feature combi-
nations and thresholds from the (human-labeled Dlabel gen) data. However, also
because of this dependency, the extent of patterns they can learn is limited by
the patterns covered in human labels. Hence we combine both the approaches
resulting in a corpus of 45 handcrafted LFs and 150 auto LFs.
Following is an example of a hypothetical LF using two features.

@labeling function()
def Fraud Rule 1(x):

”””if feature1 > X and feature2 = 1 then the request is Not Fraud:”””
return Negative if ((x[feature1]>X) & (x[feature2] == 1)) else Abstain

In general, all LFs have the following properties: a) An LF can either assign
or abstain from generating a label, b) LF decisions can overlap or conflict with
other LFs.

5.2 Snorkel Generative Model

Once the LFs are created, we synthesize labels using Snorkel over Dul train. Inter-
nally, the Snorkel generative model creates a label matrix by applying LFs over
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each data point and formulates label generation as a matrix completion problem
to produce noise-aware, confidence-weighted labels with 3 possible values– 0, 1,
-1 (abstain). In our case, <1% of labels were of the type abstain and we chose
to drop the corresponding data points from further training process. Addition-
ally, Snorkel emits several statistics for LFs, like coverage, conflicts, overlap and
accuracy.
We tested the hypothesis of whether more LFs are always better. We experi-
mented by a) pruning LFs at different accuracy thresholds, b) learning a dis-
criminator model over the new labeled dataset (say, D’train), c) testing final
performance on Deval. We found that a model using roughly 70% of all LFs had
3.3% better F1-score compared to a model using all the LFs. We hypothesize
that this could be due to the dynamic nature of fraud patterns leading to volatil-
ity in the effectiveness of LFs and that the full set of LFs may not always be
needed.

5.3 Class-specific Autoencoders For Denoising

While Snorkel emits a consolidated label for each sample, our analysis showed
that some labels were still noisy. For example, we observed that, among cases
which had very similar features, a small minority had opposing labels due to the
fact that just one or two minor (in terms of their intuitive contribution towards
fraud) features were different. One way to approach cleaning these labels would
be to look at individual feature distributions for each class and consider sam-
ples with highly deviant features as outliers. However, there may be conflicting
samples wherein one feature might be deviant for one class and flipping the la-
bel might cause another feature to be deviant for that label’s distribution. This
requires generating representations that capture overall distributions of samples
belonging to a particular class. We use class-specific autoencoder networks for
cleaning the labels. The hypothesis is that, for a given class, the majority of
data is correctly labelled by the generative model hence an autoencoder can
be learned to reconstruct the correctly-labelled data with low error, and will
reconstruct outliers with high error.

Two autoencoder models were trained, let’s call them model a (trained with
samples labeled 0) and model b (trained with samples labeled 1). Several archi-
tectures for autoencoders were explored and verified by examining the separation
of reconstruction errors between same-class samples and opposite-class samples
against Deval. The architecture that achieved maximum separation in terms of
median values of reconstruction errors with early stopping, was an expansive
(latent dimension ¿ input dimension) autoencoder with latent dimension (128)
being roughly 2X the size of input dimension (54). We visualize the separation
of classes in the validation dataset through box plots (Fig. 4).

As seen in Fig. 4, the models learn to separate the classes at roughly the 75th
percentile boundary (where the two boxes roughly ‘meet’). Based on this, we set
two thresholds, threshold a, the 75th percentile reconstruction error of 0-labeled
samples on model a and threshold b equivalently for model b. To achieve de-
noising we use the following logic: if reconstruction error of a sample on model a
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Fig. 4. a. Box plot visualization for model a. b. Box plot visualization for model b

is greater than threshold a and less than threshold b, we assign the sample a
label of 1 and vice versa. Once the training data is cleaned using this denoising
logic, we retrain the autoencoders with cleaned data and all steps are repeated.
No new labels were flipped after two iterations.

6 Discriminator Models

We use Neural Network (NN) based methods as the final discriminator model.
All discriminator models detailed below use weak labels of Dtrain and reduce the
categorical cross entropy loss. Figure 5 illustrates how combinations of features
and models are put together to predict the fraud decision.

Fig. 5. Discriminator Pipeline
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6.1 Multi Layer Perceptron

Vanilla MLP The inputs to the MLP include features from F1, F2 and F5. Each
feature is transformed depending on how it is originally distributed. For exam-
ple, normally-distributed features are transformed into z-scores while power-law-
distributed features are log-transformed, specifically, ln((1+feature value)/(1+
feature median)). The final model configuration was a 2-layer MLP with hid-
den layers of size (25, 3) with ReLu activations. Making the network deeper did
not improve the downstream metric of recall.

MLP With Graph Embeddings We experimented with augmenting the in-
puts to the MLP with the graph embeddings (F4). We construct a customer
graph g defined as

g = (V,E), V= {customer1, customer2, ...customern}, E = customer to cus-
tomer link with same payment id.

As is evident, g is a homogenous graph with a single edge-type. Each customer
node is decorated with a subset of features from F1. A GCN was learned using
the Deep Graph Infomax method on Dtrain (without the labels) and fine-tuned
using Dlabel gen. Customer node embeddings of size 128 are extracted from the
final layer of the GCN. These embeddings are concatenated to F1, F2 and F5
and the MLP is retrained. The final MLP-with-graph-embeddings model had 3
layers of size (80,15,3) with ReLu activation.
The ablation study in Section 8 illustrates the lift in recall due to this change.

6.2 LSTM Sequence Model

Previous research like [7] and [11] have shown that learning from activity se-
quences is more effective in identifying fraud patterns than hand-engineered
features. Hence, we develop a sequence prediction model that uses F3 as fea-
tures (i.e.,customer’s last k orders, their sequence and the (k+1)th (current)
order’s transactional features). We arrived at k=20 by evaluating the F1-score
for different values of k. We use a multi-layer stacked LSTM and the averaged
representation of all hidden states is fed to the final softmax layer. We landed
on the final architecture of an LSTM with 4 layers and 128 hidden units each
followed by 2 dense layers with 256 and 64 hidden units respectively with ReLU
activation using the Xavier initializer.

7 Deployment And Serving Infrastructure

All streaming logs, fact tables and entity data are available in our Hive based
data warehouse. Most historical features are generated by Spark jobs while the
near real-time features are generated using SQL-like queries on streaming data
using Flink. All features are written to two sinks: to S3 for periodic retraining
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Fig. 6. LSTM architecture

of models and to Amazon DynamoDB-DAX (DDB-DAX) for online inference of
the production model.
At inference time, when a claim is made, the fraud detection microservice calls
the model API hosted using Tensorflow Serving (TFS). The request consists
of transaction details and real-time features. TFS fetches other feature values
from the DDB-DAX cache. The TF model pipeline transforms features using
tf.feature columns, runs model predictions, ensembles and returns the final pre-
diction to the client. We implemented custom transformers to do data transfor-
mations not natively available in TFS.
For model training, we used Tensorflow and p2.2xlarge GPU instances on AWS.
Model decisions are evaluated on a weekly basis by RMT using a random sam-
ple.
The flow of the training and serving architecture is illustrated in Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Training and Serving Infrastructure
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8 Ablation Experiments

8.1 Setup And Baseline

Most consumer-facing fraud detection systems are precision-first. Meaning, the
downside of calling a ‘good’ customer fraudulent is asymmetrically high com-
pared to the opposite. Hence we designed the ablation study to quantify impact
of various pipelines on recall where precision has been fixed at the same, high
value for all the variants. Table 8.2 shows the various pipelines studied. Our
baseline is an MLP trained over Dlabel gen and is evaluated over Deval.

8.2 Experiments

In all the non-baseline variants, Snorkel is used to generate labels for Dul train

spanning about 1.5M samples.

Table 2. Results for different architectures

Pipeline 2, which uses only the labels from handcrafted LFs generates a re-
call improvement of 6.63pp vs. baseline. This can be attributed to the training
for pipeline 2 happening over a much larger dataset resulting in more patterns
being learned.

The auto LF-augmented pipeline 3 performs worse with only a 2.3pp im-
provement in recall. Auto LFs are limited by decision tree performance as well
as the smaller dataset (Dlabel gen) they are trained on. We hypothesize that auto
LFs are adding more noisy labels and it is not always true that adding more LFs
will improve performance. But since the manual curation of LFs is not scalable
as fraud patterns frequently drift with time, we keep the auto LFs and add a
denoising component resulting in pipeline 4. The results from denoising the weak
labels is shown in Figure 8. Here, dark blue colored nodes in Figure 8.a and red
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coloured in Figure 8.b represent samples originally labelled 0 and 1 respectively,
that remained unchanged. Light blue coloured nodes represent the samples that
were originally labelled 0 but flipped to 1 and pink coloured nodes represent the
samples originally labelled 1 but flipped to 0. This resulted in 8% of label-1 and
11% of label-0 samples being flipped. The MLP discriminator model trained on
these ‘cleaned’ labels showed a 10.43pp recall improvement vs. the baseline.

Fig. 8. t-SNE visualisation of latent representation for a. model a and b. model b

As explained in Section 6, we experimented with different modeling techniques
to improve the performance of the discriminator. We keep the label generation
components the same in the subsequent pipelines to measure incremental value
of the different modelling techniques or feature generation methods. In pipeline
5, we replace the MLP with an LSTM as the discriminator. With an 8.61pp im-
provement in recall, LSTM was not able to best the MLP discriminator. However,
we should point out that the LSTM only used features from F3 and we couldn’t
use features from F1, F2 and F4 due to cost and infrastructural limitations.
However, we qualitatively observed that the LSTM performed better than the
MLP in cases where the customer’s recent behavior was ‘bursty’.
Pipeline 6 builds on pipeline 4 by adding the graph embeddings. This improves
the recall by 11.42pp (and 1pp over pipeline 4, demonstrating the additional
value-add from graph embeddings). Customers that were identified as fraudulent
by pipeline 6 and not by pipeline 4 had one or more edges with a fraudulent
claim rate that was 3X higher than the median.
Finally, we combine all components into pipeline 7 and ensemble the predictions
from the MLP and the LSTM to achieve a 16pp improvement in recall. This
winning pipeline is currently deployed in production serving real-time decisions
in milliseconds on hundreds of thousands of claims per week.
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9 Conclusion

This work demonstrated the effectiveness of a pipeline consisting of handcrafted
and auto-generated LFs followed by class-specific denoising autoencoders, to
build effective supervised models when strongly labeled data is scarce. We show
through our experiments how each step in the pipeline improves the evaluation
metrics and propose a final multi-stage architecture for fraud detection. Our final
model achieved a 16pp improvement in recall when compared to the baseline
MLP trained on limited, manually annotated data. This approach can easily
scale to additional fraud scenarios and to use-cases where labeled data is sparse.
A sample of future work includes using variational autoencoders to generate
synthetic data around pockets where the naturally-occurring data appears to
be sparse but is known to be abuse-prone [12][13]. While we take into account
longer term history of the customer, at an aggregate level, the recent bursty
behavior can sometimes overwhelm the final prediction. Hence we could focus on
extending the LSTM using attention based mechanisms [14]. While we explored
connectedness via a homogeneous graph of one edge-type, fraud patterns usually
tend to be multi-tenant. Identifying fraud spread through multiple edge types
(for example, deviceIDs/wifiIDs) and heterogeneous graphs with restaurant and
delivery partners into the mix is an active area of research for us.
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